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Adams County News & Information
Clerk Martin Hosting Demonstration of Pilot Voting System

Adams County Clerk and Recorder Stan Martin, in partnership with election software vendor Clear Ballot Group, will host a demonstration of the new ClearVote election system on Monday, Nov. 2, 10 a.m., at the Government Center, 4430 South Adams Parkway, Brighton, 80601.

Adams County is one of eight Colorado counties participating in the Secretary of State’s pilot program that will test four vendors and their respective election technology. Overall performance and feedback from participating clerks will be used in the Secretary of State’s evaluation process as they consider which election system or systems to use in future elections.

“We want to do everything we can to create an election process that is efficient and transparent,” said Clerk Martin. “The new Clear Ballot software and scanning equipment we are using during this pilot program should help us accomplish both of those goals.”

“Colorado is a recognized leader in solving the issue of the nation’s aging voting systems,” said Clear Ballot CEO Larry Moore. “We are looking forward to working with Adams County to display accurate and transparent results.”

The event will include processing ballots and demonstrating all election procedures using the ClearVote system. The demonstration is open to the public and the media.
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